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ABOUT OUR PROJECT: 

STEP ONE collecting materials (from a scan to a ready-to-work TEI-tagged text) 

AMEBA SUPERTOOL 

TRANSKRYBER 

KORBEUSZ  

the ign-lists (a set of strings unrecognised by Korbeusz and tagged as ign – from Lat. ignotum ‘unknown’)  

currently: ca. 0.5M segments ca. 0.2M unique segments (not lemmas) 

formulas of transcription for the converter orginally created by Janusz 

Bień and his team for the purposes of the IMPACT project  

– https://bitbucket.org/jsbien/pol  

title:      Electronic corpus of 17th and 18th century Polish texts (up to 1772), acronym: KorBa (KORpus BArokowy)  

the aim:      the creation of a corpus of 17th and 18th century Polish texts (another stage of development of the Polish National Corpus    

       (Narodowy Korpus Języka Polskiego, NKJP, see: http://nkjp.pl/) and tools for its processing (searching, filtering, summarizing    

       statistical data, etc.) 

corpus size:    around 12 million tokens  

duration:     2013 – 2018  

coordinator:    Institute of Polish Language, Polish Academy of Sciences  

cooperation:    Linguistic Engineering Group, Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences  

main investigator:   Włodzimierz Gruszczyński  

funding:      A Ministry of Science and Higher Education National Programme for the Development of Humanities 

       grant 0036/NPRH2/H11/81/2012  

 

THE  ELECTRONIC  COR PUS  OF  THE  17TH  AND  18TH  C.  POLISH  TEXTS   (UP  TO  1772)  –  STEP  BY  STEP 

the fragment of the Polish translation of „Mallus Malleficarum” by Kramer and Sprenger – 1614 manual transliteration and structural annotation (WORD format) convertion to XML (compatible with TEI format) 

The highlighted form is łaziebniczka ‘a woman serving in baths’ 

– a word that haven’t been recognised before. Let’s see the 

path that the string should go through to be recognised. 

STEP TWO from a transliterated text to a transcribed and morphosyntactically tagged text 

morphological analyser customised to analyse 17th and 18th C. 

texts, based on Morfeusz – an analyser for contemporary Polish. 

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/ 

 

THE GRAMMATICAL DICTIONARY OF POLISH: SGJP 

set of the paradigms of contemporary Polish 

http://sgjp.pl/ 

THE ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY OF THE 17TH-18TH C. POLISH: E-SXVIII 

partially prepared inflectional information about lexemes 

http://xvii-wiek.ijp-pan.krakow.pl/pan_klient/ 

STEP THREE, FOUR, FIVE ...  

enrichment of lexical information and corpus resources 

Two main resources of the Korbeusz analyser are (the information are 

harvested from): 

... AND ALMOST OUR GOAL 

manual disambiguation and creating the corpus 

a tool supporting manual morphosyntactic annotation of texts; the annotators disambiguate interpretation 

of the segment by selecting the one provided beforehand by Korbeusz or adding their own manually (as it 

is shown below). 

1. adding new entries or new inflectional forms to the e-SXVIII  

3. adding new paradigms to the SGJP 

2. creating new formulas for Transkryber 

and then, retrieving information by Korbeusz 

working on igns – seeking the balance between analysis paralysis and corpus utopia 

To make the string recognizable by Korbeusz it is 

necessary to modernise the orthography. In our case, 

at least two formulas should be used: 

 

~ if „ź” stands before „i”, it should be replaced with „z” 

~ every „á” should be replaced with „a” 

 

So it goes like the following: 

input: łáźiebniczká     output: łaziebniczka 

ANOTATORNIA 

„dawamy” is an old form of the lexeme DAWAĆ ’to 

give’ (plural form of the first person), was added to 

the SGJP as a variant of modern form „dajemy” 

(from Pol. ameba ‘amoeba’, Gr. ἀμοιβή ‘change’) 

a tool converting texts from their transliterated to transcribed version  At this point, every string should 

be converted to the modern 

form. The diacritical marks such 

as acutes or graves are erased (if 

not in use nowadays) or are 

added (if the opposite situation 

occurs). The orthography is 

modernised (contemporary rules 

of orthography are applied). 

 

Special care should be taken here; 

if the formula is not restricted 

enough (especially by adding 

exceptions), it is extremely easy to 

deform a correctly written string. 

 

Every move can throw the baby 

out with the bathwater. 

Lack of the information in one of the resources causes the inability 

to recognise the string, delimitate, and then lemmatize it and give it 

the adequate values of grammatical categories. Such forms are 

harvested and compiled (as a list of unrecognised strings). And now 

the real work begins; sifting through the given data and evaluating it.  

 

The fragment of the ign-list below shows the discussed string. 

The discussed word (łaziebniczka) is still unrecognised by Korbeusz due to the lack of harvesting. In such case, the adequate 

values of grammatical categories can be chosen manually by typing a lemma and selecting corresponding POS and tags. 

masculine form of „łaziebniczka” from Doroszewski’s dictionary – 1958 

The very test version of KORBA corpus 

Evaluating the igns is the key to enrich our resources 

successfully. The main factor is frequency. More frequent strings 

should be added to dictionary first to decrease the amount of 

unrecognised strings. It is also a good time to check out if the 

transcription is applied correctly.  


